NOBILITY
Vinyl Fencing

Designed to Last —
Beginning with Better Materials

NOBILITY
Vinyl Fencing
Nobility Fence is committed to providing
homeowners with low maintenance
fencing solutions that incorporate
proven high quality materials that are
produced with the latest manufacturing
technologies.

THE BUCKINGHAM

THE WINDSOR

ELEGANCE BY DESIGN

PEACE OF MIND
POOL

The Windsor provides a smooth clean
look and is designed to be sturdy
and seclusive — with no gaps in the
fence boards. Featuring SecureLok
Technology, this 1¾" x 7" rail provides
additional stability and weight distribution
that prevents sagging.

With its unique NobleRail, the Buckingham APPROVED
adds a touch of elegance to your property.
The NobleRail features decorative curves at the top
and bottom of the rail and boasts superior strength.
Tongue and groove boards provide total privacy.
Because of its geometrically engineered shape, the
2" x 7" NobleRail does not require a metal reinforced
bottom rail.

POOL
APPROVED

We distribute our products through
professional, qualified dealers that will
work with you to design and complete
your fencing project.

THE NOBILITY DIFFERENCE
• Precision engineered for high
performance

• High quality raw materials made in
America with 100% vinyl PVC

• State-of-the-art manufacturing process
• Innovative gate design that does not
require additional bracing

• Transferable limited lifetime warranty

Buckingham Solid Privacy

— one of the best in the industry

SecureLok
Interior Rail
Construction

Contact us for a free home
consultation and quote!
Boards

NobilityFence.com

Windsor Solid Privacy

Windsor Closed Top Picket

Windsor Lattice Top

Buckingham Lattice Top
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MADE IN AMERICA
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Contact us for a free home consultation and quote!

NobilityFence.com

PICKET
QUINTESSENTIAL AMERICANA

TRADITIONAL Dog-Ear

CLASSIC PICKET

LA
R

You have the house and the yard, now continue the
American Dream with a picket fence surrounding your
home. Two timeless designs add beauty and security to
your property.

MO
ST

PO
PU

Nobility's picket fence styles are a low-maintenance and
durable fencing solution. Our through-the-rail picket design
creates a “good neighbor” fence that is equally attractive
on both sides.

POST TOPS

Traditional Dog-Ear Picket panels feature 3" pickets and
27/8" picket spacing, while Classic Picket panels feature
1½" square pickets with 2" picket spacing.

3" Pickets
27/8" Spacing

1½" Square Pickets
2" Spacing

Classic Scallop Picket
— White

Complete your fence project with
one of our decorative post tops.

Traditional Dog-Ear
Picket — White
Traditional Dog-Ear
Scallop Picket — White

Traditional Dog-Ear Picket

Traditional Dog-Ear
Scallop Picket
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Pyramid
Post Top

Internal
Post Top

Contemporary
Post Top

New England
Post Top

Solar
Post Top

Gothic
Post Top

Classic Picket

Classic Scallop Picket
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Solid Privacy — White

POOL PICKET
When safety is your primary concern, style is often an
afterthought. With our closed top picket fencing, you can
have both! Sleek and stylish, our closed-top systems meet
or exceed building and pool code regulations, creating a
safe and stylish boundary around your pool and yard.

POOL
APPROVED

Dutchess Pool Picket
— White

Protect Your
Loved Ones

POOL CODE
Dutchess
2 Rail Closed Picket

Many privacy, semi-privacy
and picket fence styles are
pool code approved and meet
national building standards
pool code regulations,
depending on height.
Get the peace-of-mind that
comes with knowing your pool
access is properly protected.
Please note that pool codes
not only vary by state but also
by locality. Be sure to check
the codes in your area before
ordering.
Contact us for a free home
consultation and quote!

NobilityFence.com
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3 Rail Equestrian —
White

EQUESTRIAN

GATES

Nobility's Equestrian fencing is the perfect choice to help define your yard,
contain your garden area or wrangle in the wide open space on your property.
The Equestrian series offers a routed assembly system, giving your fence a
nearly flawless appearance. It's also the perfect solution for commercial use in
housing developments and recreation areas. Available in 2, 3 and 4 rail systems.

SLEEK & STRONG THROUGH PRECISION
ENGINEERING
Our innovative vinyl gate design is featured throughout our entire
product line — offering homeowners strength and style! Matching
gate styles are available for all panel styles, colors and sizes.
Rails are double reinforced in pocket with vinyl fence cement and
6" self-tapping screws. Nobility Fence gates feature a pocket design
technology that:
• Will not sag! Our gates are comparable to — or stronger than —
a metal frame without the additional weight that causes sagging.
• Does not require a diagonal cross brace. Our gates stay square
without the need for additional bracing.
• Includes premium quality Boerboel® self-closing hinges, gate
stop and latch plate.

5" x 5" posts

11/2" x 51/2" rails

Contact us for a free home consultation and quote!

NobilityFence.com

PREMIUM HARDWARE
ENDURING CONSTRUCTION

8' width

2 Rail Equestrian —
White

No fence is complete without the proper
hardware to make sure gates stay closed
and your property remains secured.
Nobility Fencing proudly offers Barrette
Outdoor Living® premium hardware.
We offer a locking pool latch for added
security around pools (available in both
standard and compact sizes).
Our 1- or 2-sided key access locking
latch features easy push button access
and our heavy duty gate latch can be
locked on both sides with a padlock.*
* Latches need to be purchased separately.
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Locking Pool Latch

Locking Latch with Key Access

Heavy Duty Gate Latch
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LOW MAINTENANCE
VINYL FENCE CLEANING
• Most dirt can be washed off with a mild soap
and water solution.
• Heavier stains can be cleaned with any non-toxic
household cleaner.

CERTIFICATE OF WARRANTY

HOW DO I CLEAN MY VINYL FENCE?

VINYL FENCE
TRANSFERABLE LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
OUR PROMISE TO YOU
At Barrette Outdoor Living, we believe in making things right. We proudly stand behind our products by providing dedicated support, superior
customer service and product warranties that feature some of the most comprehensive coverage in the industry. With decades of experience
behind us, we are quite confident in the craftsmanship and quality of our products, but we also realize things happen. If that thing happens, we
promise to make it right within the constraints of our warranties.

• On occasion you may want to spray your fence
with a garden hose. This will remove grass
clippings, dirt and fertilizer chemicals and keep it
looking as new
as possible.
• To remove minor stains use a non-abrasive liquid
cleaner.
• For removal of major stains follow the
manufacturer’s directions for one of the following
cleaning agents:
• Trichloroethylene
• Simple Green® All
Purpose Cleaner
• CLR (Calcium, Lime
and Rust) Cleaner
• Mr. Clean® Magic
Eraser
• Vinegar
• Mineral Spirits
*Note: Goof Off® and Goo Gone® are not
recommended to remove stains.

LEADING THE WAY

CRAFTING QUALITY

MAKING IT RIGHT

BEING RESPONSIBLE

Industry leader in design

State-of-the-art machinery

Providing superior

Committed to being a

and innovation, creating

and industry-leading

customer service, our

global environmental

quality products that

standards ensure our

experienced on-site

steward through the

enhance people’s lives

products are meticulously

teams can answer any

products we produce and

and outdoor experiences.

engineered and assembled

question and resolve any

the sustainability practices

with care in the USA.

warranty issue — should

we follow.

one arise.

TO REGISTER YOUR PRODUCT, VISIT BARRETTEOUTDOORLIVING.COM
IN CASE OF A WARRANTY CLAIM, CALL 1-877-265-2000
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MAINTENANCE TIPS
To maximize the life of your fence address these
areas:
• Adjust the gate every Spring — As a reminder,
gate adjustments and leveling are normal care
and maintenance items that the homeowner is
responsible for.
• Oil the gate hinges and tighten the screws once a
year.
• Do not let the gate swing in the wind. Keep it
secured.
• Deter children from swinging on the gate.
• Re-tamp and realign loose posts.
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Solid Privacy —
White

INSTALLED BY:

NOBILITY
Vinyl Fencing

Advanced Manufacturing,
Trusted by Professionals

NobilityFence.com
MADE IN AMERICA

51012529

